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Abstract:  Moving object detection and segmentation is a fundamental technology for video applications. Background 
subtraction is a basic component step for this task: given a frame in the video sequence, a moving object can be detected 
by spotting the parts of the frame that do not fit the background model. Therefore, a high performance background 
modeling and background updating algorithm is crucial for background subtraction. We work with a fixed camera in a 
stationary scene and a simple non-statistical background model is utilized, therefore we formulate the problem of 
background subtraction as the problem of background updating. This paper proposes a novel and efficient background 
updating algorithm based on the logic AND and XOR relationship of the change information in difference frames. 
 
Key-Words: background subtraction (BS), background modeling, background updating (BU), dynamic thresholding, 
logic relationship. 
 

1 Introduction 
Automatic moving object detection and segmentation is 
the fundamental task for many video applications. There 
are of sorts approaches developed to deal with this task. 
The [1] gives an extensive investigate on moving object 
detection and segmentation algorithms. Roughly, these 
algorithms can be divided into 4 categories: 
Edge-feature based algorithm [2], Spatial-Temporal 
based algorithm [3], Motion feature based algorithm [4] 
and Change Detection based [5] [6] algorithm. The [1] 
claims that the Change Detection technology is more 
efficient in terms of the computation-cost requirement 
for real-time tracking. 

The [7] classifies the change detection algorithm 
into temporal difference (TD) and background 
subtraction (BS). TD is very easy to implement, but it is 
not so effective to get the whole region of moving 
objects, especially the inner part of them. BS is 
commonly used mainly due to its simplicity and low 
computational intensity. BS can be defined as follows: 
given a frame in the video sequence, a moving object 
can be detected by spotting the parts of the frame that do 

not fit the background model. Therefore, a reasonable 
and effective background modeling and background 
updating algorithm is crucial for BS. The [8] gives a 
systematic discussion on background modeling methods. 
In our experiment, we use videos shot by fixed color 
cameras in stationary scene and constant illumination 
for simplicity. This assumption only requires a 
non-statistical background model. Therefore the BS is 
simply achieved by the subtraction of the current frame 
from a predefined background frame that should be 
updated periodically.  

In this paper, we formulate the problem of BS as 
the problem of composing a new background frame 
using current background frame and patches extracted 
from video sequence. We firstly use Otsu’s dynamic 
thresholding method to binarize the difference image BS 
and TD to locate the change information with respect to 
the background frame, and then propose a novel and 
efficient BU algorithm based on the logic AND and 
XOR operation on the change information in the 
difference frames.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 describes the proposed background updating 
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algorithm. Section 3 presents the experiment results on 
two video sequences. Conclusive remarks are addressed 
at the end of this paper. 
 
 

2 The proposed background updating 
 algorithm 
For a static scene, the simplest background model could 
be just an image of the scene without the intruding 
objects. To achieve the BS task, the background model 
should be updated periodically. Therefore, one basic and 
controversial question arises: what kind of objects 
should be deemed a part of a background frame. The [9] 
states “background will not be updated in regions of 
pixels belonging to stop objects in the scene.” This 
statement can be implemented in such a way that when a 
still object moving away from its static position should 
be excluded from the background frame; on the other 
hand, a moving object becoming standstill should be 
included as a part of the background frame. We name 
the objects having this property as ghosts. And the BU 
task in our paper is to detect and rectify ghosts.    

To achieve this goal, we develop a novel BU 
algorithm. The working flow of the algorithm is 
illustrated in Fig 1. We use 3 consecutive frames in a 
video record for each BU process. Inspired by [1], both 
TD mask and BS mask are combined as the primary step 
to locate the ghost region. Otsu's threshoding method is 
used to binarize the difference images (TD and BS), 
which are inputted the subsequent logical operation 
stage to determine if one background should be updated 
or not. 

 
  Fig.1 Flow Chart for Background Updating Strategy. 

 

2.1 Change detection 
In our experiment, we use frame subtraction to detect 
change. The color difference between two consecutive 
frames (TD) and between one frame and a background 
frame (BS) is denoted as “Change”. We measure the 
change in HSV color space. The change can be induced 
either by ordinary moving of objects relative to 
background or ghosts. Therefore, the changing region 
unnecessarily means the region where an ordinary 
object motion occurs, it may be the ghosts region where 
the BU process proceeds. 

Fig. 2 shows the ideal cases where changes occur 
for simplicity. In case 1, there is only ordinary moving 
object (full black mask) exist therefore no updating 
required; in case 2, the half black mask is a ghost which 
represents a still object added on the background; in 
case 3, the ghost is removed from background. 

 
Fig.2 Ideal case of Change region for simplicity.  
 
2.2 Dynamic thresholding 
Otsu's threshoding method [10] is used to locate the 
threshold for binarizing image. It is based on the idea: 
find the threshold that minimizes the weighted 
within-class variance σw

2. Otsu's method works with a 
bimodal histogram. In motion detection application, 
pixels of the difference frame are classified into changed 
region and unchanged region, therefore the histogram of 
the difference frame is bimodal.  

In our experiment, we operate this method on the 
HSV histogram so that it can deal with more complex 
scene than the operation on gray histogram. We denote 
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the normalized histogram as P(l), where l=1: L and L is 
the total number of HSV bins. A HSV level t needs to 
be found to divide the histogram into two classes: l = 1: 
t and l = (t + 1): L so that σw

2 is minimum. 
The class probabilities q1(t) and q2(t) are estimated 

as: 
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and the class variances are calculated as: 
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Finally, the σw
2 is calculated by: 
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Theoretically, we need calculate the t from 0 to L 

and find the threshold t resulting in the minimum σw
2. 

Fig. 3 shows the experimental result using Otsu’s 
method to get the binary image. 

 

(a) 1st frame (b)43rd frame (c) result image  
Fig.3 Example for Otsu’s thresholding method, (c) is the binary 

image of the difference image of (a) and (b). 

 
2.3 Logical relationship operation 
The 0 and 1 region in the binarized TD and BS mask 
mean the unchanged and changed regions respectively. 
We can use the logic relationship of these regions to 
determine the type of the change: motion induced or 
ghosts induced. If it is the later case, a BU stage will 
follow. 

Each BU process consists of 3 consecutive frames 
(Framen-1, Framen, Framen+1) in a video record. 

According to Fig. 2 we use the logic operator AND and 
XOR for each case to determine if the background frame 
should be updated. The “1” region in BS image 
indicates ordinary moving object and ghost. The logic 
“1” region in MO image indicates the ordinary moving 
object with respect to the background. Therefore, after 
the XOR operation, the OUTPUT image extracts the 
ghost region, see Table 1.  

Case 1: only moving object
BSn= bin(Framen - Background Frame) = 0010
TDn= bin(Framen -  Framen-1) = 0110 
MOn = BSn   AND   TDn = 0010
OUTPUTn= MOn  XOR   BSn = 0000;

BS n+1= bin(Framen+1 - Background Frame) = 0001
TDn+1= bin(Framen+1 -  Framen ) = 0011 
MOn+1 = BSn+1   AND   TDn+1 = 0001                  
OUTPUTn+1= MOn+1  XOR   BSn+1 = 0000;

 

Case 2: still object added on the background
BSn= bin(Framen - Background Frame) = 0101
TDn= bin(Framen -  Framen-1) = 1101
MOn = BSn   AND   TDn = 0101                                 
OUTPUTn= MOn  XOR   BSn = 0000;

BS n+1= bin(Framen+1 - Background Frame) = 0011
TDn+1= bin(Framen+1 -  Framen ) = 0110 
MOn+1 = BSn+1   AND   TDn+1 = 0010                            
OUTPUTn+1= MOn+1  XOR   BSn+1 = 0001;

 

Case 3: moving object removed
 from the background

 

Table 1. Logic operation illustration for Fig.2  
 

Case 2 and Case 3 are essentially the same each 
other, because we utilize “CHANGE” as the measure to 
determine when BU occurs. A still object moving away 
from its original position, or a moving object 
transforming to the standstill state in the scene all means 
“CHANGE”.  

 
2.4 Background updating 
See the case decision stage of Figure 1, OUTPUTn and 
OUTPUTn+1 for Framen and Framen+1 are used to make 
decision on BU. If the ratio of  “1” region in 
OUTPUTn to that in OUTPUTn+1 is smaller than a 
threshold, the current background frame should be 
covered with the region in Framen where its 
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corresponding coordinates in OUTPUTn+1 is logic “1”, 
see Table 2. The threshold value is set to 0.90 
experientially.  

If    OUTPUTn / OUTPUTn+1 < threshold
     Background Frame (i,j) = Current Frame n (i,j) 
     where OUTPUTn+1 (i,j) EQ 1; 
     % (i,j) is the coordinate of a pixel in a frame
Else  
     background frame keeps;
End

 
Table 2. Background updating decision 

 

．3 Experiments 
The test videos we select are the “Hall Monitor” in 
MPEG 4 test sequence and “Fire Extinguisher” shot in 
our laboratory. Both videos are collected under the 
condition of fixed color camera and illumination. In our 
experiment, we sample every 5 frames and use 3 
consecutive sampled frames for each BU process.  

See Fig.4, in the frame sequence (Hall Monitor) 
(b)-(d), only ordinary moving object exist, therefore (a) 
should not be updated (Case 1); in the sequence (e)-(g), 
the suitcase appears as the ghost and should be added on 
the background (Case 2), see (h).  

(a) background frame

(e) frame 136 (f) frame 141

(b) frame 37 (c) frame 43

(g) frame 146 (h) updated background

(d) frame 48

Fig.4 Example for algorithm processing, (h) is the updated 

background from frame (e)-(g). 
 

Fig.5 shows the corresponding BS, TD, MO and 
OUTPUT image for the Case 2 in Fig4. We denote (e), 
(f) and (g) in Fig.4 as Framen-1, Framen and Framen+1 
respectively. We get the binary image based on Otsu's 
threshoding method with HSV components quantized 
into 3, 3 and 12 levels respectively.  

As illustrated in Fig.5, we can not get the whole 
region of a moving object in TD (see (b) and (g)) due to 
the overlap of the moving object in a short duration. The 
inner part of the moving object are classified as 

background area and therefore black. The drawback of 
TD results in a poor OUTPUT. In (d) and (i) much of 
light region is in fact the inner part of the two moving 
people after the XOR operation. We use seed growth 
method to calculate the area of each continuous light 
region in BS and OUTPUT. If the ratio of the 
continuous light region in OUTPUT to the 
corresponding region in BS is smaller than a threshold, 
the light region in OUTPUT is eliminated. We set the 
threshold 0.9 experientially.  

(a) BSn (b) TDn (c) MOn  (d)BSn xor MOn (e) OUTPUTn 

(f) BSn+1 (g) TDn+1 (h) MO n+1 (i) BSn+1 xor MOn+1 (g) OUTPUTn+1  

Fig.5 The first row is for Framen, (e) is the OUTPUTn after overlap 

region removal; the second row is for Framen+1, (g) is the refined 

OUTPUTn+1. 

 
To verify the universality of our approach, we use 

another video “Fire Extinguisher” to implement all BU 
cases. Fig.6 shows the sampled video sequence and the 
corresponding BU results: no BU required in terms of 
the video sequence (b)-(d); (h) is the updated 
background frame of (a) in terms of video sequence 
(e)-(g), where the fire extinguisher is excluded from the 
table; (l) is the updated background frame of (h) in 
terms of (i)-(k), where the fire extinguisher is added on 
the right side of the table.  

(a) background frame (b) frame 45 (c) frame 50 (d) frame 55

(h) updated (a)

(l) updated (h)

(e) frame 71 (f) frame 76 (g) frame 81

(i) frame 122 (j) frame 127 (k) frame 132  

Fig.6 Example for algorithm processing, (h) is the background 

updating result from (e)-(g), (l) is the background updating result 

from (i)-(k). 
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．4 Conclusion 
Our approach makes use of the change content of both 
BS and TD. Their logic relationship is used to 
distinguish the ordinary moving object and ghost region 
with respect to a background frame. The method has 
lower computational intensity, and therefore applicable 
for BU. Another application would be irregular moving 
object detection. The future work would combine a 
statistical background model so that the algorithm is 
more robust for complex scenes. 
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